Dynamic suspension culture improves ex vivo expansion of cytokine-induced killer cells by upregulating cell activation and glucose consumption rate.
Ex vivo expansion is an effective strategy to acquire cytokine-induced killer (CIK) cells needed for clinical trials. In this work, the effects of dynamic suspension culture, which was carried out by shake flasks on a shaker, on CIK cells were investigated by the analysis of expansion characteristics and physiological functions, with the objective to optimize the culture conditions for ex vivo expansion of CIK cells. The results showed that the expansion folds of total cells in dynamic cultures reached 69.36 ± 30.36 folds on day 14, which were significantly higher than those in static cultures (9.24 ± 1.12 folds, P < 0.05), however, the proportions of CD3+ cells and CD3+CD56+ cells in both cultures were similar, leading to much higher expansion of CD3+ cells and CD3+CD56+ cells in dynamic cultures. Additionally, expanded CIK cells in two cultures possessed comparable physiological functions. Notably, significantly higher percentages of CD25+ cells and CD69+ cells were found in dynamic cultures (P < 0.05). Besides, much higher glucose consumption rate of cells (P < 0.05) but similar YLac/gluc were observed in dynamic cultures. Further, cells in dynamic cultures had better glucose utilization efficiency. Together, these results suggested that dynamic cultures improved cell activation, then accelerated glucose consumption rate, which enhanced cell expansion and promoted glucose utilization efficiency of cells.